TALKING

Vv'ITH KOSSO

Kosso Eloul, a rugged cosmopolite, was born in Russia and studied
sculpture in Israel and America.
He came to Canada in 1964 at the
invitation of the International
Sculpture Symposium in Montreal, and
settled in Toronto in 1969.
His sculptures can be seen in many cities
across Canada and the United States, as well as in England, Italy,
'dest Germany, Yugoslavia, Israel, Japan and Mexico.
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F.S.:

Then the arch is the perfect

eX~lple

of the fact that your

sculptures are both representative
of the twentieth century and eternity:
you're looking for the modern arch and yet the arch in itself is timeless.

Isn't this a paradox?
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No.

Who

that somewhere
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says that our own time isn't

in the future

And what's
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it.
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In some way I relate

before,

still be here
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Even

FOsso,

feet

and stapled

up to see how to work
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in California
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and it was an open-
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"Canadac" 1977 - h: 24'· - Art Gallery, Hamilton.

impact.

through

\wrl{ and their humanism, -- I admire

their

immense-
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VJhat influences
"vhat influences

li,Q':;;3Q:

do it the way
artist,
Every
there

your art?

I think

in that sense,

vocabulary

and nor,e personalized
all you want

Before lone:
that become

and they get more

-- personalized

to say.
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that every

is like a poet.

sculptor is like a poet.
are 2 whole lot of words

your personal
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my worl,? 'IJhydo I

I do it?

i-=
.---

'

do with them.
You can sayan
awthem,'
how And
you put
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you
by digging
ful
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in deener
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an~
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in the
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"Eluding", Serigraph, 20" x 26".
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movement
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a responsibility,
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of the time I just talk about
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F.S.:

is a hell of a chore.

it, maybe
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where,

Yes, well,
where

-- once in a

as simple

I could imagine

to see them but,

in a place

do with what's

that maybe

right

-

as the

.

How do you

scu~,ptures?

it's a self -contained

lots of people
placed

approximately

are in front of buildings.

for your

It's very

of the fact that

"."-'---..--

the settings

is very

conscious

-- but it's not as clear,

A lot of your sculptures

feel about

of those shapes

is the fact that I have to

and I'm quite

sculptures

a sculpture

outside

thing com"letely.

I can conceive

only five people

for that sculpture.

in the woods
Of course

of a sculpture
a year ,e';et
to.

Sculpture,

when

sful, has a lot of its own, free from the guy \'!homade it.

that is
It hss to

it's succesThe f,uy who

it can go and disap:)ear and most ::;eoplewho see his work don't

know

him, don't meet

them and themselves,
whole
ture.

For most people

and them and themselves

vlOrk, free from the guy who inade it.
It becomes

it's an account

is the key thing
That's

some-

I'd lilee

made

the artist.

of

T'redicament, our

just look at it and it c:rabs

You

To find the right word

and quite

act or the dynamics

time, our personal

The notential

hard

while

in your sculptures?

that b2,lancing, or the balancing

this is ,iust very

use words

unbalancing

the beauty

even

between

to the
of sculp-

inde!)endent.

If the "lOrk is independent

of the uerson who made

it, if it lives on

its own, then

it can stand

It's eleven-thirty
rings.

in many

at night

places ...

in Kosso's

studio,

"Signalos" 1978 - Stelcoloy - h: 16' - Mexico City.
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